ROAR Tour

Map with included destinations

Possible form for trivia question presentation

- Martin Hall – No trivia question; introduction and location of next point
- Bonnie – E-mail
- McConnell – Text/Picture message
- Fountain – Video Message
- Peters – Instant Message
- Muse – Audio Message (Phone call)
- Walker – Web cam
- Bookstore – Final stop; no trivia question; place clues in order

Character Descriptions

- President Kyle – Introduction to Radford University
- Lauren – Introduction to game; Fountain
- Derek – Walker hall – “Computer Whiz”
- Shannon – McConnell – “Book Hottie”
- Chris – Peters – “Gym Buff”
- Rachel – Muse – “BFF/Best Friend”
- Derek – Bonnie – “Skater Dude”
- Highlander – Bookstore – Presents puzzles to group members

Other elements to include within characters: wearing greek letters, on the way to work study, clubs and organizations, majors, bus route, etc.
GAMES Lab Flash Intro

- President Kyle Video

- Game Introduction
  - Pinpoint on map
  - Message with destination

- Character Video

- Message with trivia

- Enter Answer

- Receive Clue
Order of Events: Video through Receiving Clue (Flash)
Clues: "Investing In Lifetimes"